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Formation for Mission

Annual Magis Deo
polls held

by Tony Arevalo

Three couples considered veteran-
leaders/shepherds and hence,
virtually the shoo-ins in this year’s
community election, came out
winners in the recently held peaceful
and short elections held at three
precincts.

By the end of the third
balloting, the new and additional
three members of the community’s
Pastoral Council were known. The
winners are: Ed and Claire Palma
(winner after the second balloting);
Levy and Roxanne Espiritu as well
as Tony and Bambi Narciso (both
named after the third balloting). All

Interes-
t i n g l y
enough, too,
that aside
from a rather
short election
process —
within just
t h r e e
b a l l o t i n g s
(with the
breaks in
b e t w e e n
longer than

the voting proper), this year marks
by chance the equal representation
of the three sectors (i.e. North,
Central, and South) in the Pastoral
Council. The Palmas are from the
South sector; Narcisos, Central; and
Espiritus, North.

Opting for something more
simple, truly meaningful, and in
the course of doing so, emulating
Christ.

This in a nutshell was what
three female members of the Magis
Deo Community (MDC) openly
shared at the first Friday
community celebration’s teaching
held last November 3rd, in terms of

con’t on page 2

The “magis” in the Community re-surfaced once more
as gestures of generosity poured in as response to the
Magis for Agap Bicol program.  Agap Bicol is a relief
operation for the victims of typhoon Reming and the
mudflow in Bicol.  It is a program of the Ateneo de Naga
University, with support from the Simbahang Lingkod ng
Bayan and the Ateneo Disaster Response and
Management (DREAM) Team.( con’t on page 7)

Alternative
lifestyles shared

(Or, How does one celebrate important events in one’s life?)

how they would normally celebrate
important occasions in their life.

The three sharers — Cathy
Rafael, Flor Pison and Susan
Concepcion — actually pinch hit for
Fr. Ruben Tanseco, MDC spiritual
adviser, who was supposed to have
been the main resource speaker but
could not show up as he was
indisposed that day.

Monchito Mossesgeld, MDC
council chairperson, facilitated the
entire activity which ended with a
short plenary sharing before the
body, made shortly after the small
group discussions conducted
relative to the topic.

By way of introducing the topic,
Mossesgeld stated that as early as
now, people are already thinking of
how to celebrate Christmas. He

con’t on page 2

three couples have been very active
and have been in and out of the
Council for some years now.

Magis for Agap Bicol: P100,000 Raised
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This year, of the 88 qualified
registrants recorded, 67 actually
voted, or 76% of the duly registered
voters. A major cause reportedly for
the absence of some couples, some
of whom were observed to have
come in very late already for the
proceedings and had to just witness
the process, was the heavy traffic in
Makati, particularly along Ayala
avenue.

Meantime, the three
precincts where the polls were
conducted and their corresponding
Council representatives present
were the CLC Bldg, Ateneo QC
campus  for the North Sector (Jet
and Lito Quimel);  Sanctuario de San
Antonio Parish  in Forbes Park,
Makati for the Central sector (Malu
Panlilio with Ted and Susan
Concepcion assisting); and  Max
restaurant in Sucat for the South

from page 1

Annual Magis Deo
polls held

Sector (Benz and Vina Dimanalata).
The Council representatives were
constantly in touch with the
COMELEC, consisting of the three
outgoing council members: Monchito
and Tina Mossesgeld;  Regie de
Guzman; and Eli and Edith Prieto.
The COMELEC was based in the
Magis Office in Ateneo campus.

The election, meantime that
will be taking place within the
Pastoral Council itself for new
Chaircouple, Vice Chaircouple,
Secretariat Couple, as well as for the
designation of the other council
members as overseers for certain
ministries, together with the turnover
between the outgoing and incoming
council members will be done shortly
before the Christmas break.

from page 1

cited three reasons for seriously
considering alternative ways of
celebrating this key annual event:

1) being practical and
economical (this reason, to him,
is being very external; to live the
core values of MDC (i.e. the
4S’s), is really internal;
2) to be more sensitive to, and
be in solidarity with the less
privileged or the poor who
constitute the majority of Pinoys
nowadays; and, as an offshoot
of the second reason,
3) to become more and more
like Christ

Cathy Rafael, BCGG head for
years of the Agnus Dei and a moving
spirit of the MDC’s outreach
program, particularly of Suyuan and
BEM, claims to have been used to
frugality having had a very strict
mother. Moreover, she got used to
getting hand-me-downs. And during

the Japanese time, her foremost and
overriding desire was just to survive.
In terms of shopping then and now,
she just goes more often to Divisoria,
shunning the more elegant and
fashionable stores and malls in
Makati. She claims to prefer local
goods over imported ones.

Meantime the second sharer, Flor
Pison, a founding member of MDC
and currently with Micah BCGG and
the MDC choir, shared that she has
always made sure that the
household helpers are always
actively involved in family gatherings.
She and her late husband Tony had
been generous with the helpers even
providing them with medical and
SSS benefits. She has been giving
her helpers skills training and has
enabled them to show pride in their
work. The treatment she has given
them was more of their being part of
the family and not merely based on
an employer-employee relationship.
During Chrismas time, Tony would
play Santa Claus to all the helpers
and their respective families, and
when Tony died, Flor thought of
stopping the practice as it was
getting to be financially burdensome

for her. The helpers however,
requested her to continue the same
even if they had to resort to potluck
style just so they can continue the
practice and have this joyous annual
gathering.

The final sharer, Susan
Concepcion, Archangel Gabriel
BCGG head and current member of
the Pastoral Council, confided to the
audience that they have been
commemorating birthday
celebrations in the family by having
the family members give gifts to the
celebrant on the first hour of the day
(the family members would even
wake up the celebrant if the latter was
still asleep) and they would then
watch the celebrant opened the gifts
received. A family dinner would also
be had, and this even included the girl
and boy friends of their now grown-
up kids.

A major aspect of the Concepcion
family’s alternative ways of
celebrating key occasions like
Christmas itself is putting up their
family Advent wreath – their family’s
first Christmas décor, even before
the Christmas tree itself. And a key

con’t on page 8

Alternative
lifestyles shared
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Sunday Homily
The Philippine Star

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.
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Bloody King
26 November 2006

Bloody truth. Bloody love.
Bloody King. To testify to the truth
is to be king, according  to Jesus.
And what is the truth? It is to love
at the cost of one’s life. No less!
(From today’s Gospel reading, Mk.
18: 33-37).

The power of love, not love of
power. Christ the King in the truest
sense of the word was never the
king wearing a bejeweled crown
and royal robes, lording it over his
subjects who served him
constantly. Christ was the king of
the very opposite kind.

He was born and raised among
ordinary people. He worked as a
carpenter to earn a living. He
never wore a bejeweled crown nor
royal robes. He was one among
the common people. In other
words, his way was not one of
“upness” but “amongness.” So
when you see a statue or picture
of Christ bedecked and garbed
like a medieval king, be aware that
such is the product of distorted
imagination, and a worldly way of
“honoring” Christ. The artists and
leaders who portrayed him that
way may have had the best of
intentions, but such portrayal was
farthest from historical truth.

It may have been a way of
rationalization on the part of those
who believed in the love of power.
Sad to say, the institutional church
in those times was influenced by

such a leadership of kingly power.
Today, the church embraces
Christ’s “kingship” of amongness
and power-for-others. Moreover, it
advocates inculturation and
contextualization. But traces of
European medieval kingship and
pomp tend to hang on, like the kind
of central governance, which the
late theologian Bernard Haring
called “spiritual authoritarianism.”
Such remnants of the past are what
turn off many of the faithful today,
especially the young.

The power of love, not the love
of power, was what made Christ a
king. The power of reaching out to
the sick and the poor. The power
of forgiving repentant sinners, the
power of loving even the most
unlovable. Such was his power to
love. Selfless, vulnerable, to the
point of giving his very life in the
process.

He was resisted because of this
power of love. He was persecuted
by the holders of power-over-
others. They deprived others of the
truth – that all men were created
equal, and that the Creator’s
resources and blessings were
meant for all – not just for those who
wielded power without love. “For
this I was born and for this I came
into world, to testify to the truth.” (v.
37).

Christ relentlessly testified to
this bloody truth, which he

fearlessly witnessed to, with his
bloody love. Thus, he was the
bloody king, and still is, and
forever will be. The cross is his
throne. The cross is the apex of
the power of love. In contrast, the
worldly king shuns and runs away
from this. “My kingdom does not
belong to this world.” (v. 36).

Each one of us is challenged to
be another Christ the king. To be
a bloody king in my personal state
of life, in my work, in my community.
To be king of my power to love.
Otherwise, I will be sucked in by
the love of power and become a
worldly king.

Just this past Tuesday, the Phil.
Star had as one of its headlines:
“SWS head: Economic growth not
being felt by the poor.” According
to the latest survey of the Social
Weather Stations, “a great
challenge to meaningful economic
research is to determine why
hunger actually worsened
tremendously despite GNP growth
of recent years.” One undeniable
cause is our liberal, capitalistic
economic system that continues to
widen the gap between the
minority rich and the majority poor.
We must definitely move toward a
democratic-socialist system to
effect a more equitable distribution
of God’s resources.

In our country today, the Partido-
Demokratiko-Sosyalista Ng
Pilipinas (PDSP) and its citizens’
movement, Aksyong
Sambayanan, are precisely
working for such a change in our
socio-economic system. The
national leadership of GMA is
open in supporting the national
goals of the PDSP. Moreover, the
social teachings of the Catholic
Church precisely favor socialism
and condemns the abuses of both
capitalism and communism.
Overall, then, I discern this
direction as God’s will for our
people. Let us courageously and
fearlessly give it our all-out support
and cooperation.
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… is it my gratitude for the
blessings and challenges I
received from you in 2006?

… is it the stronger love between
me and my spouse or with my
children, family, and friends?

… is it my heightened awareness
of your movements in me as your
work-in-progress?

… is it my forgiveness for those
who have hurt me; neglected me;
or made life difficult for me?

… is it my improved prayer life,
establishing my regular contact
with you?

What can I give You this Christmas,
my dear Lord?

… is it my deepened
appreciation of the beauty and
bounty of your creation?

… is it setting aside my
intellectual pride and
snobbishness and listen more to
the yearnings of
     my heart?

… is it my seeing in a different
perspective the way things are —
looking more at the pluses
     rather than the minuses of life?

… is it giving up the material
pleasures that come with the
growing commercialization of
     Christmas?

… is it my increased generosity
in responding to the demands of
my family, work, Community,
     apostolate, and country?

… is it controlling my temper
when things do not turn out the
way I want them to or the way
    people respond to my
expectations?

… is it the serene disposition that
I bring when confronted by the
strong and the proud?

… is it my increased social
consciousness, disturbing me to
voice out the choices and act
when  faced with pressing issues
of the times?

… is it my self-emptying for your
sake?

What greater love can I offer you,
Lord?  For I cannot match the
love you have shown me.   Show
me.  Give me the grace of loving
you more, especially this
Christmas.
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Advent is a season of preparation for
Christ’s coming into the world, for
God’s desire to be close to us. The
birth of Jesus is God’s response to
the world’s darkness, a darkness
that folds over all of humanity,
affecting each one of us to varying
degrees. God’s heart ached so
fiercely for all of us that he came into
the mess of our world, not just to a
manger over 2000 years ago, but
today, now!

Advent is a time for waiting,
preparing and hoping. Too often our
waiting is spent in shopping lines and
traffic; preparing often means
rushing around to get presents and
gifts wrapped, and our major hope
is getting everything done in time for
Christmas day. Maybe this year will
actually be different...

We would like to offer some
reflection points to help us prepare
better for Christ’s coming. When
reflecting, we need inner stillness
and quiet in order to be able to hear
God speaking to us.

· Excitement and joy are part
of the Advent experience: eager
anticipation. What are you looking
forward to? What do you really
want? What will make you happy
and joyful?

· Salvation is a real human
experience of healing and
wholeness. What are the areas
in your life that need healing—
physical, emotional, social and
spiritual? Pray for what you need.

Advent reflections

· God understands and loves
us as we are. Often we are so
used to people placing conditions
on loving us that we cannot
understand the unconditional
nature of God’s love. The
invitation is to live in and from this
love; just “being” is enough. As we
were reminded in our Marriage
Encounter Week-end, “God
doesn’t create junk!”

· Advent means preparing by
hearing the challenging call to
baptism, repentance and
forgiveness. Given that God loves
you, what are those changes and
challenges that would bring you
closer to God, bring you genuine
happiness and healing?

· What happened in our
Baptism has constantly to be
renewed. Baptism is a “dying” to
our own desires and selfish
tendencies, and being “reborn”,
allowing the Spirit to dominate our
hearts and our decisions. Allow
God to act on your heart, God can
heal anything, no matter how
serious or shameful. Believe that
you can be “reborn” and start
again.

· We need to open ourselves
to further conversion, to an ever
deeper change of heart, to a
deeper listening to what Jesus is
asking of us. St Ignatius used to
say “imagine what God could do
with us if given full reign.” Imagine
what God could do with you…

· Often our brokenness can
prevent us from being still and
from coming to God; often it
dominates our thoughts and
actions. Try to pray from this
place of pain and brokenness:
“pray as how you are and not as
how you want to be”. Prayer is
being real with God.
· Advent is about waking up,
coming off “auto-pilot,” an
opportunity for a new start and a
new freedom. You have to be
realistic about those things that
are damaging and destructive in
your life. God is calling all of us
to something better, continually
inviting us to change and to “let
go” to a better life. What negativity
do you have to let go of?
· God’s plan for us is one of
life, light and happiness; a life of
love lived for others. Where can
you give of yourself to others?
Where is God inviting you to be
of service to others?
· It is crucial to listen to the
“inner voice”, your conscience,
as a guide. Commit yourself to
listen to this voice in your
everyday life. The Examen of
Consciousness is a good way to
review each day.

The Advent season gives us a
fresh opportunity to look at our
lives and deepen our relationship
with the Jesus who has come
already in humility and will come
again in glory. May we all, in the
words of St Ignatius Loyola, “find
fruit”, tune into the sources of
light, love and life at this particular
time. Where there is more light,
love and life, there God is.

Condensed and adapted from the Sacred Space Retreat for Advent 2006
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Life indeed is a lot of choices.
Some of these are most trivial;
others of some gravity and urgency,
and a few even entailing risks and
serious consequences. Moreover,
some of these are so easy to ponder
on and choose from; others take
time; a few even recur and haunt us
even in our sleep.

Take for instance, the
alternative lifestyles shared to us
lately by our three
communitymember-colleagues. No
doubt most, if not all the members
of the audience present then would
readily agree that simplicity and
attuning our celebration most closely
to the very essence of the occasion
(like this forthcoming Yuletide
season) is truly better and more
meaningful than just splurging (with
Christmas bonuses in tow by this
time of the year) on unnecessary fun
and prohibitive purchases as gifts to
oneself and one’s loved ones. Giving
to a loved one what the giver truly
values in life is indeed a lot better
alternative than something that is
either not desired by nor valuable
anymore to the recipient. By resorting
to this tack, the giver exercises some
degree of creativity and not just opting
for any ordinary gift easily accessible
from malls and stores.

-o0o-

On a different plane, is the
alternative one ponders on in terms
of our human relationships. Dr.
Stephen Covey stresses that
minding (and perhaps mending) our
human relationships is one important
yet non-urgent activity that is
considered a good use of our time.
In our lifetime, we do get unpleasant
experiences such as working with

Alternatives
people we have had ruffled feelings
with. It is of course clear that we have
to mend our fences soonest with
people who have either hurt us or
whom we have hurt.

Take for instance, a colleague
of mine in one school whom I had a
verbal conflict with. As part of my
being a disciple of Christ, I am most
willing to patch things up with the
errant person except, that judging
from the person’s non-verbal
communication and seeming
perennial having a chip on the
shoulder, the latter still harbors
antagonism towards me, and is
determined to keep it that way till
kingdom come. I have at least
avoided any contact that may lead
to further tussles with the person,
and have not been given anymore to
talking about our conflict with others
in school in the hope that there will
be an eventual meltdown of
animosities. A closure is definitely
needed here but I guess that will take
some time. My alternative is to pray
for both of us that we will see the light
and bury the hatchet one day. In
God’s time, I guess.

-o0o-

A third instance could be
alternatives relative to one’s
community affiliation such as our
own community and the attendant
tasks — routinary and otherwise —
that we as members are expected
to undertake. The weekly prayer
meetings and monthly first Friday
celebrations are one case in point.
As BCGG members, do we continue
to attend these weekly meetings /
monthly gatherings still agog with the
desire to continue strengthening our
faith, or simply doing so primarily
because of the fellowship (and
perhaps the sumptuous food) that

RANDOM THOUGHTS

A.R. AREVALO, Jr. characterize such a get-together? As
BCGG shepherds, do we persevere
in the seeming Herculean task of
bringing our sheep continuously
closer to God despite and in spite of
the seeming difficulty being
manifested by our sheep to make the
non-supreme sacrifice (?) of doing
their share — what they all have
committed to do actually —relative to
zealously partaking in the weekly
ritual of faith-sharing and the monthly
get together for further spiritual
growth and community-building? But
how can you enable someone who
does not show up in such gatherings?

As for me, I have continually
been asking for the grace that I do so
in the spirit of Magis, and as part of
my being Magis, notwithstanding my
growing impatience and
dissatisfaction, the strong temptation
to throw in the towel, and hence, cast
altogether this voluntary work aside
and all the good that I have derived
from it.

If you can very well relate with
any or all of these sharings, perhaps
you can consider the alternative of
including us in your prayers or petition
for a more discerning mind and more
open heart.

Alternatives,  alternatives,
alternatives.

� � � � � � � � � �

Lighting Fixtures, Ballast,
Emergency Light, Exit Light,
Pinlight, Floodlight, Highbay,

Emergency Power Pack,

• DESIGN • ESTIMATE
• INSTALLATION

SALES OFFICE
L3/F Unit A, One Burgundy Plaza,

307 Katipunan Ave., Loyola Heights,
Quezon City

Tel. Nos.: 435-9049 • 929-3570
Fax: (632) 434-4441

E-mail : genlite_ind@yahoo.com
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Suyuan reunion at the
Makati City jail

Naging matagumpay at
makabuluhan ang isinagawang
Suyuan sa Payatas A, Quezon City
noong Oktubre 1, 2006.  Ito ay
nilahukan ng 19 na couples na
pawang naninirahan sa nabanggit na
pook.  Sa loob ng kapilya ng
Immaculate Conception isinagawa
ang Suyuan na pinangungunahan
nino Pocholo at Merle Cea.

Masaya at masigla naman ang
buong Samaritan BCGG na siyang
tumulong sa pagsasaayos at
paghahanda ng pagkain para sa
lahat ng kalahok at tumayong
auxilliaries na rin. Naroon din si Tita
Cathy na nagmasid sa nabanggit na
gawain.

Mabuhay ang “Suyuan.”

Suyuan sa Immaculate
Conception Kapilya, Payatas

There was no way to schedule the
REUNION a week or two after giving the
SUYUAN last Sept. 21.  There were trips
made by the Sirach members, a revamp
in the Makati City Jail, a few couples were
released in the meantime, some
sentenced and transferred to Muntinlupa. 
Of course, we also had Milenyo in
between time!  But after making our
proper connections once more, Supt.
Joseph Henry Gabilagon turned out to be
as “simpatico” as the first jail warden we
worked with! God never lets you down!

 
And so, the few remaining soldiers of

Sirach, (fewer in number but more in guts
and  determination),  was led by our
“Joan of Arc”, Tita Cathy!  Yan ang
talagang “Sugod mga kababayan”! 
Emma and Charito tried to break-up the

readings and pre-assign  them to
members so there could be a smooth
flow and a semblance of practice during
the last BCGG meeting.  But it got to be
very confusing and since we could not
get the imprimatur of Tita Cathy, we
decided to leave it to God and Tita Cat.

 
We had 8 couples and 3 singles

whose wives were not able to make it. 
Of course, Bong and Emma took charge
of registration and Harry doing it solo
when it was time for the Punsalans to
read. Our solo lead couple Ferdie J., was
of course the right hand man of Tita Cathy
and as usual,  provider of the  good p.a.
system. We went round robin on the
readings, at times, alternating with the
prisoners.  Touching were some sharings
that dealt on their realization of God’s
presence in their daily lives -  some
 realizing that there is a message from
God even in their incarceration!

 
The Makati City Jail must really be

an interesting and “sosy” place. If we met

by Tony “Monsi” Vistan
Samaritan BCGG

a former DBP executive and director the
first time in September (he was
subsequently released on bail), this time,
we met a Forbes Park resident owner
(beats me for what crime) who was put
in charge of the new prison library!  The
other couple who was already part of the
Sept. 21 Suyuan,  was a president of their
own company that did pyramiding.  He
is the one most involved in rehabilitation
efforts and other programs to help re-build
the broken hearts and broken spirits of
inmates.  As he said, they have a lot of
intellectuals inside whom they are able
to tap for such programs.

 
Their choir naturally sang with gusto! 

Mike Magpayo made his usual “now-you-
see-him-now-you-don’t” acts with two
friends. Everyone enjoyed Helen Chua’s
yummy enseymada’s from the Barosoain
Bakery (with salted eggs!) and Harry’s
super cold bottles of water!  They expect
more Suyuans from Sirach and Sirach
will not let them down!

 
Charito for SIRACH

The “magis” in the Community re-
surfaced once more as gestures of
generosity poured in as response to
the Magis for Agap Bicol program.
Agap Bicol is a relief operation for the
victims of typhoon Reming and the
mudflow in Bicol.  It is a program of
the Ateneo de Naga University, with
support from the Simbahang Lingkod
ng Bayan and the Ateneo Disaster
Response and Management
(DREAM) Team.

P100,000 was raised and turned
over to the Simbahang Lingkod ng
Bayan as of 6 December 2006.  More
than 6 big boxes of usable and ready
to use clothes and personal effects,
including biscuits, were also
donated.

This is Magis Deo’s expression of
support to the disaster victims of
typhoon Reming and the
unanticipated serious volcanic
mudflow that cost the lives of an
estimated 1,000 Filipinos in Bicol.  On
top of this, more than 800,000 were
displaced from their destroyed
homes and living without electricity,
water, and shortage of food.

This clearly is one gift of Magis
Deo to Jesus this Advent.

Magis for Agap
Bicol:

P100,000 Raised
by: Philip & Malu Panlilio

from page 1
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practice she stressed that they have
is to put the wreath at the very center
of the dining table, which to them is
likened to a family altar. And in the
middle of the wreath, they would
place a miniature belen before
which their kids would sing “O
come, O come, Emmanuel!”, a
song the kids have long mastered
in life.

Finally, as suggested by their son
Francis in his article included in our
newsletter earlier, “we ought to do
things during Christmas like give
cards or letters to each member of
the family, recount past Christmases
with siblings and other members of
the family, and even go caroling
together as a family”.

Materialism of Christmas has
been downplayed by this family as
gifts that were kept and held valuable
by one member is the one preferred
to be given to the other members;
none of these gifts were just bought
from any store / mall.

As Mossesgeld by way of recap
to all the three sharings put it, “the
family practice is likened to Christ
who gave us the gift of Himself.”.

A group discussion ensued and
touched on these two questions: 1)
How do I feel about the manner of
celebrating key occasions and my
overall lifestyle? 2) Is God calling me
to change anything regarding my
style of celebrating?

Christmas is very special in our
home. Over the years, we have tried
our best to keep Jesus at the center
of our celebration. We try to
downplay the materialism of
Christmas and make it a celebration
of love, of family. About two years
ago, our son Francis wrote an article
in the Magis Deo newsletter. He
wrote and I quote, “ What we have
to realize is that Christmas is about
the family…Why not spend
Christmas giving cards out to each
other, cards that would tell each and
every member of the family just how
much they mean to you, just how
much they complete you. Spend
Christmas Eve sitting around your
dining table, recounting all the past
Christmases you’ve been through
throughout all these years. Go
caroling with the kids, singing chorus
after chorus of Christmas cheer. Do
something different this Christmas.
Do something meaningful,
something that would be lodged in
the memories of each and every
member of the family in the years to
come. You’ll see, years after that
day, you’ll all look back to the one
Christmas that truly felt like
Christmas and not just some other
holiday. It is only when we realize this
that we will finally be content with the
holidays. Because that way, we’ve
accepted the fact that we can still
be cheerful and keep the spirit of
Christmas alive in our hearts despite
the predicament the country is in.

con’t on page 9

I grew up in a family neither
rich or poor.  Our way of life is such
that we accepted whatever God
provided us.  My Mother is what you
call very “tipid” person.  We have
experienced hand me down shoes,
dresses, school bags.  It never
embarrassed us to do so.  Our baon
in school consist of boiled saba,
camote or tira-tira.  We had no maid
so we learned household work and
how to cook (for this I am very
beholden to my mother).  That was
our lifestyle.

When World War II came (I
was there too) there was no choice

from page 1

Alternative
lifestyles shared

of a lifestyle.  All of us had a very
difficult time.  But we survived!!

Time passed by and now I
am in Magis Deo Community when
Alternative Lifestyle is being
encouraged.  Instead of a lavish
party we should have opt for a
simpler one – instead of imported
dresses or food buy locally made
goods.

I think we can practice this
lifestyle – be creative, be very
Ignatian in sharing what  we have.

A “Yes” to Alternative Lifestyle
by Cathy Rafael

Gifts of the heart
by Susan Concepcion

Because that way, we know deep
down, that all we really need to
celebrate Jesus’ birthday, is the
person beside us, nothing else.”

Reading that article brought tears
to our eyes and made our hearts
swell with pride. We were able to
teach our son to take out the
materialism from Christmas and see
Christmas for what it really is –
remembering together as a family
how much God loves us in the love
we share with each other. But that
article also challenged us. That
Christmas, we decided as a family not
to buy gifts for each other but to give
something of ourselves to the family.
So that Christmas morning, instead
of the usual store bought items, we
found love letters, valuable tokens
which each one treasured which we
gave to each other – like medals won
in school for various events and little
charms and trinkets. One son wrote
a poem about home which he framed
and which now hangs on our wall
where we can always see it. Another
son shared his Winnie the Pooh and
friends stuffed toys – 7 of them each
representing one member of the
family, all of them holding hands. This
is now displayed every year as part
of our Christmas décor. One other
son gave the family a copy of the
software he had been working on.
Once I asked my daughter what gift
she received from me that Christmas
– and she answered me, “It was a pin
which you had when you were little
girl like me.”  She remembers that gift
but if I ask her what other gifts she
received from me during past
Christmases – she has difficulty
recalling them. She remembers she
receives certain toys for Christmas
but she can’t remember who they
came from.

As Christmas celebrations now
become more and more
commercialized and materialistic, it
becomes so easy for us to run to the
mall. It is so convenient to buy some
present rather than to share
something of ourselves to the people
around us. That Christmas, we had
to stretch our imagination to give
something that we did not buy from a
store. We had to open our hearts and
share our personal feelings. We had
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con’t on page 10

My late husband Tony and I took
our ME in March 1982, our SDR in
1985 and our CPPJ in 1986.  We are
founding members of Magis Deo,
and so we have had plenty of time to
practice Magis core values – the
4S’s.

I was asked to share about
alternative celebrations.  Preparing
for this sharing, I had to stop and
reflect on what makes a celebration
“alternative”. What comes to my
mind on why we need alternative
celebrations. We get so used to
doing things a certain way we forget
the original reason why we are
celebrating. We don’t take the time
to reflect on what is truly important
and what is not. Let me share with
you some of the ways our family
celebrates, why we celebrate this
way, and my own reflections on what
they tell me about me, my family and
God.

Last Sunday was the baptism of
my newest grandchild.  It was a very
small celebration, only family and
very close friends.  Among the 50
guests were our household helpers.
My daughter Lia and her husband
Lem prepared a naming ceremony
for little Ben, and the household
helpers were part of the naming
ceremony.

Two months ago, the baby
daughter of my son Marc and his wife
Teret was also baptized.  And at their
celebration, they made the same
gesture.  A whole table was set aside
for the helpers – they were part of
this important family gathering.  Hindi
lang tira-tira ang para sa kanila.

I thought back even further and
remembered Lia and Lem’s wedding
two years ago.  Not only were our
helpers on the guest list, two children

could not vouch for, so I sent them
girls working for me.  My home
became training grounds for maids
– they would work for me for a year
or two and afterwards I helped them
get employed with friends abroad.

This was in 1981 way before
OFWs even existed.  I taught them
not only what their employers
expected them to know, but also what
to expect in the country they were
going to.  Tony and I made sure they
knew their rights and we explained
every part of the contracts they were
going to sign.  Training included the
prayer meetings we would hold, as
well as lessons for decorating the
house, maski santan lang from the
garden.  There were lessons in
cleanliness, personal as well as
environmental, for I wanted to give
them the opportunity for self-
improvement, and most of all - pride
in their work.

Of course, this meant I was
always changing maids, but
somehow I did not mind this.  I never
received any compensation for my
work in training the girls, I was happy
they could earn more than I could
give them and the thought that in turn
they will be able to help their own
families for a better life.  Not all of
them were success stories, but
most of them are.  There are those
who have made mistakes in their
lives despite the opportunities we
provided, and some who have not
been able to rise above their
hardships.  These disappointments
became occasions for learning for all
of us and we continue to help them
in their life struggles.

Over the years, the relationships
with the people in our employ have
evolved into more than just
employer-employee, they became
part of our family.  This was never
clearer than when Tony was sick,
and in his last months we all came
to rely heavily on Inday and Romel in
particular.  Romel never complained,
even when Tony became more and
more grumpy or difficult in his illness.
Both Inday and Romel showed
amazing patience and compassion,
and yes, even love for a man who
obviously became family to them too.

The biggest celebration the family
prepares for is Christmas Day.  Our
family tradition is an Open House for
the families of all who have worked

GIFTS OF THE HEART
from page 8

to share something that is valuable
to us. We had to give the gift of self.
Giving of the self makes us
remember more meaningfully Jesus
gift to us that first Christmas
morning. He gave us Himself.

Alternative lifestyle
by Flor Pison
Micah BCGG

of former maids were flower girls,
together with my oldest
granddaughter.

Looking back on those important
family gatherings, I realized that our
celebrations are really “alternative” –
different from what is usual.  But the
way we celebrate is only an
expression of the way we live.  And
over the years, our household
helpers truly became part of our
family.

The seeds were planted before
Tony and I even met.  I learned
compassion and sensitivity for those
in need very early in life, probably
because I grew up experiencing
deep financial hardship. Yet my
widowed mother was always able to
set aside something to help another.

Tony’s growing up years were
privileged ones, but he also had that
same compassion and sensitivity.
When I married Tony, we had a large
household, and my habits of being
frugal were very strong.  I wanted to
let go of some of the housemaids.
Tony disagreed; he insisted this was
one way we could help people, by
giving employment.

Looking back, I appreciated the
natural generosity my husband was
displaying.  Only later, at the SDR,
did I understand what a beautiful gift
God had given us.  He was there
teaching us to be generous and I did
not even know it until then.

In our family, we fix salaries above
the minimum wage, and provide
medical care and SSS benefits as
mandated by the law.  I hold regular
meetings with my household help,
and this becomes an opportunity for
them to open up with me and their
companions.  The meetings are also
occasions to share with them
lessons learned from the many
Magis retreats and teachings.

When Tony was an executive of
the United Philippine Lines (way
before the ME and Magis Deo), we
met and entertained many of the
principals from abroad who visited
Manila with their wives.  Friendships
were struck and among other things,
they asked for help finding maids.  I
did not want to recommend anyone I
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Pictures taken at CeFam of
Payatas BEM facilitated by

Monchito Mossesgeld,
auxilliaries were from BCGG of

Ted & Susan Concepcion,
sharers were Jun & Cora Ona

with Doy & Becky Dizon,
assisted by Mari-Lou Albert and
Tita Cathy & Djarn Pestano of

the Outreach Ministry.

Thanksgiving
dinner for

Magis’ formation
partners held on

9 November at
the Jun and
Mila Sison’s

residence

for us or whom we have sent to
school or abroad.  Tony always
enjoyed playing Santa Claus for the
children.  Anna and Lia would
prepare games and prizes and our
son Marc would be there too, helping
with the program.  At one time we
counted 120 guests, over 50% of
who are children.

Since Tony’s death in 2002, I
thought of canceling the Christmas
open house because I can no longer
handle the expense.  But the
families suggested “potluck na lang,
basta huwag lang mahinto”.   I was
moved by this gesture – they wanted
to come because of us, not the gifts
they would receive.  The open
house has evolved to a simpler
celebration, and we still continue
with the help of my children and
former househelp whose lives have
improved since then.

Tony and I were already sharing
with others even before we took the
ME.  But it was at the SDR when I
realized it was all God’s doing.  I felt
like falling on my knees with
gratitude for all the goodness He had

given me: for the marriage which
began as an elopement and could
have ended in a disaster, for the
husband whose heart was so big, for
my mother who taught me how to
share even though we had so little.
After the SDR we continue to share,
but this time, because God had been
so good to us it just had to flow out
to others more deeply than it had
before.

Most of all I thank God for my
children who now have children of
their own. From the beginning of their
marriages, they have included our
household help in the important
celebrations of their lives.  But it
would have been that much harder if
we were not part of Magis Deo.  In
our BCGG, we found others who
were also struggling to put into
practice and integrate our Magis
values into their lives.  The
spontaneous generosity we brought
into our married life has been
deepened and widened by the
retreats and teachings we have
received through Magis Deo.
Stewardship, Simplicity, Sharing,
Service.  The biggest joy of all is
knowing that our children are going
to carry out the same traditions.

BACK HOME
Francis Concepcion

Drifting here and there, now and then
I find myself searching again

A warmth that’s missing, once my kin
Where has it gone? Where has it been?

Back home, where everything’s at peace
Within these dreams, dreams that bring

ease
Back home, the seeds are planted deep
Within these walls, gently love creeps.

I want to go back to those days
Laughing…smiling…they used to stay

I want to fall back to that time
Where life is perfect; life is fine.

Back home, where love would always rest
Within these doors, open to guests
Back home, hand on your shoulder

Within these boughs, air’s no colder.

Back home, back home, that is the place
Back home, back home, those were the

days.

Alternative lifestyle
by Flor Pison
Micah BCGG
from page 9
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My SDR

Calawis Suyuan Daluyan

North Sector

Spiritual Direction
Seminar at ISO  in
Ateneo, QC campus with
Ms. Eva Glavey as the main
Facilitator of the 2-day
seminar, Oct. 7 & 21, 2006.

Corinthian-Sothel sponsoring a Tipanan in Pateros

Bawagan
family  at
a Tipanan
in Pateros

EventsEventsEventsEvents
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Calendar of Activities
December 2006 to February 2007

December
01 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191

(2nd Floor Auditorium)
10 Family Day  & 20th Anniversary Celebration TBA Eli & Edith Prieto 820-5496
15-17 SDR – P3,500/couple Carmelite Missionaries Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206
25 Birthday of Jesus

January 2007
05 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
06 Planning Session TBA  Magis Deo 426-7191
27-28 CPPJ Seminar-P250/person CeFam MEFP 426-4206

February 2007
02 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
12 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
27 Sector & Ministry Heads Mtg.1 Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

Birthday Celebrants
December

             DECEMBER  2006

Wedding Anniversaries
December

2 Paolo Mercado ME Class 86
3 Ciel Yap Cor./Sothel

Vivian Ahyong ME Class 83
Flora Dalosa ME Class 78

1 Flor Pison Micah 6:8
Emilio Tumbocon John
Garry Luyun Kapatiran Kay

Kristo
2 Ching Estarija Ignatians

Kazuko Senarosa ME Class 82
3 Ana Alfonso John
5 Joyce Dilla ME Class 77

Lito Dela Cruz ME Class 80
6 Jun Vioya ME Class 82

Nick Elman ME Class 80
Mon Buenaflor ME Class 86

8 Boy Sevilla John
Ching Caguin ME Class 79
Myling Hernandez Samaritans
Rudy Sabile Isaiah 66

9 Emma Jimenez Cana
10 Milo San Pedro Cana

Aileen Fernandez ME Class 84
11 Eli Prieto Genesis

Roxanne Espiritu Beatitudes
Yoling Sevilla John
Lorna Sabile Isaiah
Abby Tumbocon John

12 Maricel Santiago ME Class 78
Francis Osorio ME Class 82
Obet San Juan ME Class 86

13 Leo Soliman Lights
Ricardo Yumol ME Class 81
Adrino Garcia ME Class 79

14 Ricky Consulta Mustard Seed
Juan Caisip Isaiah 66

15 Lynne Arevalo DOC
Rey Eslava Micah 6:8
Edith Imperial Ignatians
Tina Pangilinan ME Class79

18 Rommel Agan Post-LSS Grp 3
Annette Gutierrez ME Class 86

19 Teng Bacuño ME Class 82
20 Levy Espiritu Beatitudes
21 Ted Concepcion Arch. Gabriel

Marichu Regino Jeremiah
22 Rita Brawner Sirach
23 Bong Punsalan Sirach

Vicky Babaran Magnificat

7 Vic & Lota Garcia ME Class 86
8 Marvin & Ma. Joy Daria ME Class 81

Ronaldo & Mavie Concon ME Class 80
3 Rodrigo & Ma. Lourdes Perez ME Class 78

Rodolfo & Elvira Lubguban ME Class 81
4 Modesto & Ma. Elena Ruiz ME Class 77
6 Dhel & Alma Perez ME Class 79
8 Conrad & Jing Fajardo Ignatians

Mannie & Pam Castillo Thessalonians
Rommel & Rose San Pedro Genesis
Mon & Anne Recreo ME Class 84

9 Eric & Chari Alberto CIA/Wisdom
10 Bob & Gie Bernabe ME Class 82
11 Roger & Ella Olaguer Arch. Gabriel

Ed & Sol Macalalad Emmanuel
Obet & Mel San Juan ME Class 86
Jeszar & Terry Pangilinan ME Class 78

12 Ferdie & Sheila Joson Sirach
13 Eric & Myling Hernandez Samaritans
14 Mannix & Lala Lopez Kapatiran Kay

Kristo
Carlito & Rose Manalo ME Class 80

15 Ed & Edith Imperial Ignatians
16 Rey & Nette Arceo Beatitudes

Ising & Tere Cordero Music Ministry
John & Vegie Dobles ME Class 86
Emil & Triny Sy ME Class 79

24 Daisy de Guzman Cor./Sothel
Nina Yuson Sirach
John Dos Santos ME Class 83
Rosemarie Bangcaya ME Class 84
Lyn Garcia Genesis

25 Christmas
Mannix Lopez Kapatiran Kay
Kristo
Judith Lagarejos ME Class 82

28 Beth Fuentes Ignatians
Inocencio Angeles ME Class 77

29 Francis Llamas Beatitudes
30 Rose Manalo ME Class 80

Jimmy Daza ME Class 81
31 Ma. Lourdes Velasco ME Class 77

Alma Perez ME Class 79
Dennis Gamboa ME Class 82

18 Jon & Kleng Cobico Thessalonians
Gene & Leony Escosia Emmanuel
Joey+ & Nina Yuson Sirach

19 Alex & Malou Caramat Jeremiah
Paul & Jing Alvarez ME Class 81
Mon & Glo Umali ME Class 84
Jude & Sheryll Bautista ME Class 82
Teng & Lhay Bacuño ME Class 82

20 Philip & Malu Panlilio Mustard Seed
Deo & Liza Deogracias ME Class 83

21 Mel & Beth Fuentes Ignatians
22 Dick & Rowena Yulo Arch. Gabriel

Rey & Lucy Mella Thessalonians
Tony & Bambi Narciso CIA/Wisdom
Benjie & Fely Santiago Kapatiran Kay Kristo
Pol & Maricon Gasmin ME Class 82
Carlos & Ruby Pizarro Lights

23 Bill & Ching Estarija Ignatians
Josephus & Emma Jimenez Cana
Inocencio & Elizabeth AngelesME Class 77
Alvin & Maritoni Maravilla ME Class 77

24 Noel & Eva Ronquillo Sal Terrae
26 Rey & Nitz Eslava Micah 6:8
28 Carlo & Sheryl Serrano ME Class 77
30 Bobby+ & Marcia Balderas Arch. Gabriel

Mon & Linda Buenaflor ME Class 86
31 Neo & Marivi Gonzales CIA/Wisdom

Rufo & Lauren Dacanay ME Class 79


